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Yom Kippur- there is an ikar of goodness in all we do 

Most mornings once I reach the synagogue building, I go upstairs, turn on the Keurig and while 

my first cup of coffee (ok, first one in the building) brews I sing to myself: Elohai Elohai 

Neshama.  You can even tell which cup of coffee I’m on for the day by which melody I choose.  

The slow one- cup two.  The super bouncy drumbeat on the wall one- I’ve probably lost count.   

This prayer comes from our morning liturgy. It is meant to be sung as part of our morning rituals 

as the day begins.  Each time a person wakes up and sings these words they affirm that there is 

an essence of goodness inside each of us and that it is a great honor to be given another day with 

that goodness.  To me, the prayer functions like the sticky notes I post all over my bulletin board, 

notebooks and even dashboard of my car. The ones that contain nuggets of wisdom I want to 

remember.  Elohai Elohai is a daily singing sticky note that reminds me: you are not all bad- in 

fact, you’re even good 

And today, the day one of my kid’s PJ library books calls the “I’m Sorry Day”?   Today when 

we return to our mistakes, our foibles, our lowest moments. Today when we relive all that has 

gone awry in the past year.  Even today we wake up and sing to ourselves that there a kernel of 

good in the core of our beings.  Which made me wonder what it would be like to approach this 

day from that point of view. 

Here’s an example of what this might look like in practice: There is a method of introspection 

used by certain Jewish insight traditions in which trusted partners sit together. I’m going to call 

the partners Alef and Bet (the first two letters of the Hebrew alphabet).  Alef tell Bet about an 

upsetting situation.  Bet’s only has two jobs: to offer a compassionate presence to Alef and to ask 

the question, “Why?”  

It might go like this:  

Alef says, “I lost my temper and was super snarky to my co-worker who I really like and respect 

and I feel bad.”  

Bet puts a gentle hand on their heart, a sign that they understand Alef’s feelings, and then gently 

asks “Why?”   

Alef responds, “I was left off an important email chain and didn’t know about a project and 

missed a meeting that I should have been at.”   

Another gesture of compassion from Bet who simply repeats, “Why?”   

“Why should I have been there?!”  Alef might reply.  “Because I’m part of the team, because I 

have good ideas that could have been incorporated, because I don’t want to be left out of things.”   

A big sigh from Bet, hand again to heart, “Why?” they inquire. 

“Because I want to help!”   

This is where Bet’s role changes.  They have helped Alef to find the ikar, the kernel of goodness 

and truth that is at the heart of Alef’s turmoil.  And so Bet repeats that truth back to Alef: 
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“You want to be a person who helps.” 

The theory behind this insight tradition relies on the blessing I began with- that there is a pure 

soul within each of us which wants to interact with the world.  Bet approaches Alef from the 

belief that Alef is a good person, who wants to affect good in the world.  Even though Alef has 

just admitted to less than stellar behavior.  That’s the key. Bet believes so deeply in the presence 

of that goodness that Bet refuses to be distracted and returns over and over to the core belief that 

Alef is good.  By offering loving presence, that goodness emerges from under the ego, anxiety, 

misunderstandings and misbehaviors.  Alef is invited to speak from a core desire that illustrates 

their desire to be of service in the world.  

Now imagine another scenario. One in which Alef calls Bet after losing their temper at work.  

This time, Bet points all the mistakes the colleague had made, all the mistakes Alef had made.  

How would the end of that conversation differ from the one I told you?  What would Alef’s 

return to the office the next day look like? 

Most of us have experienced being the compassionate presence to our friends.  Often, many of us 

struggle to offer that kind of compassion to ourselves.  But, what if today, as we uncover old 

wounds, we try just that?  What if, we use today to practice offering compassion, based in the 

idea of our inherent goodness, to ourselves? What would Yom Kippur feel like if we did that? 

How would our return to the world tomorrow be different if today we are awash not only in our 

mistakes but also the awareness that these are simply the inevitable human failings of inherently 

good people? 

Brene Brown1 talks about what I’m suggesting as the distinction between shame and guilt.  Guilt 

means saying: “I’m sorry.  I made a mistake.”  Shame means saying, “I’m sorry.  I am a 

mistake.” While guilt can be a healthy motivator- shame only shut us down.   If today when we 

repeat all our mistakes, we feel ashamed- if we think our mistakes outweigh our worthiness- 

we’ve forgotten Elohai.  We are not mistakes.   

The Talmud has strong feelings about creating shame. It teaches, “Anyone who shames another 

in public is like a person who sheds blood….”2  The most serious crime a person can commit in 

Judaism is taking the life of another.  And the Talmud equates causing shame with killing.  

Clearly then, today’s list of sins is not meant to create shame.   

So how do we reflect on our mistakes and still feel whole and worthy? Brown teaches, “shame 

can’t survive empathy.3”  Today, when we approach those mistakes, we need to do it from a 

place of empathy, the way Bet does for their friend.   We must approach with the idea that there 

is truth to Elohai, that there is a pure soul within each of us.   

That certainty, of course, isn’t easy to hold onto.  Some may question if there really is a pure soul 

inside ourselves. I have two suggestions: The first is based on the idea that most people find it 

 
1 https://www.netflix.com/title/81010166  The Call to Courage 
2 BT Talmud Bava Metzia 58b-59b 
3 Brenee Brown, Listening to Shame, 

https://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_listening_to_shame/transcript?language=en 

https://www.netflix.com/title/81010166
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easier to be compassionate to others than to themselves.  Consider a person you love dearly.  A 

person you know well.  A person whose best and worst they’ve allowed you to see.  Are they a 

good person?  Do they deserve your compassion?  If you can believe in their goodness, what is 

stopping you from believing the same about yourself?   

If you are still having a hard time here is another trick. This one hearkens back to the Jewish 

insight tradition and to an amazing book The Art of Possibility.  My favorite chapter in that book 

is entitled “Giving An A.”  In it, Benjamin Zander, a conductor of the Boston Philharmonic and 

professor, tells all his students on the first day of class that they already have an A. How is that 

possible? He explains that their first assignment, due in two weeks, is to write themselves a letter 

detailing what they achieved by the end of the class that enabled them to keep that grade.  By 

creating the assignment this way, Zander turns his interactions with his students, “from the world 

of measurement into the universe of possibility.”4  

Maybe we too can turn toward the universe of possibility. So today, I want you to give yourself a 

Jewish A.  Cede the idea to the tradition that tells us there is a kernel of good within you and 

approach all of the mistakes you’ve made accordingly.  Ask yourself “why?” but only from a 

place of compassion.  And see if it feels different. 

 The work we are called upon to do today is not easy: To inquire about our mistakes. To sustain 

empathy for ourselves. But if we do this hard and sacred work, we may open up an arc of 

possibility for ourselves to last all of 5780-- and beyond. 

 
4 The Art of Possibility , p26 


